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FOREWORD

i
I

t

.
.This' first of a series of publications developed for the two-year
colleges -the "Horizon Issues" papers sponsored jointly by
American Association of Community Ad-Junior Colleges, the
Council of Universities and Colleges, and the ERIC Clearingho se-
for Junior Coliegesstrikes to the center of an issue fundamenta o -
those institutions. It is a widely accepted fact that community and
junior colldges have a special commitment to serve studints who-in
other:types of higher educational institutions would be considered
high risks because the ace less likely than other entrants to
complete their chosen kograms of study. Professor Moore makes
clear that the commitment; though well accepted, is still ineffeci- ,
tively accomplished. .._,,

Although the paper is highly critical-. it is offered in the spirit
of the Horizon Issues project. which is to have recoghized academic
,authorities present to their colleagues in graduate programs and to
the professional staffs of operating community and junior colleges
th#r views on a topic of critical, importance and their Ideas about
research that can imps ove practides related to the topic. Although ;

some readers may experiencedefensive reaction to what-Professor
Moore says; the intent is to stimulate these and others to respond to
his request for stronger research on the task accepted. He points out
clearly the very shaky researc'b foundation of most current programs
for counseling and teaching high -risk students. His call for action
merits positiVe resPorties. ; . to -; .

! Since this paper is the firs6zqiult of the AACJCICUC
Horizon Issues project that took a year to develop and coordipate.
comma is from the field will e appreciated. Future publications
will del with improving ins c(kihal effectiveness. analyzing

,.,,communi needs) and imple riling planning ctiiajsions. (An
`, intensified joint research effort and stronger dialogue oninstitutional
'divelopment among all interested parties are the objectives.. A
Reactions and suggestion are welcomed. .

-../.
S. V: Martorana, Chairm

Louis Benddr. Chairman,. C
CUC Horizon Issnes

Richard, E-: Wilson, .Lfai on- fficer, 1

,

, MACJC e :...
Eileen Kuhns, Topical Editorial Commit- \:-...-I

1

tee Member. CUC,

,,,
A
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Community college educators tend to think.welkif their enterprise. '
They cite its philosofthical uniqueness,exibility, phenomenal . ',

r growth. response tcr the needs pf students and communities, ability
to provide the appropriate educational experience toevery person
who seeks to avail himself/herself of the institution's resources and."---.............
expertise, deniocratizing function, and openrcloor concept.' Finally,
they claim they can take students who previously would not have
been able to attend college at. all because of their poor: academic 4 '0
achievement, provide the remerliation which will repai.their . .

' academic deficienciei, and allow them to make normal. academic 1
progress thereafter. .. . 4.. .

It is understapdable that two -year; college people would
allow themselves to be proud. to be sure, the emergence of their
institution has, intact, caused some change and hat brought about %,__, .
scitng) significant &ontributions to higher education Any critical

r.

examination o ow the c
leaves th estigator uncomfortable. The 'researcher finds it J

ommunity college operates, however,
,

almost impossible to determine to what degree the twol'ear college .

hai really accomplished the "is about which its advocates show so
_ much pride and satisfaction. Intact, a close,look at the cotamtinity :.

college reveals thy, most °fits dimensions and most of the claims. about it reioain unanalyzed: EVery facet of it needs research and
reappraisal ,.

(;.-%

-,,.,g or cure icadeniic deficiencies has not been confirmed with hard, !,
t ; .,. Whe)her or not the Community 'college is really able to defines

, unequivocable evidence. The currerii, popular ideas about wfiat
, causes low achievement in specific giiiiiptt of students, such as the

4

belief that the students are culturally disadvadtaged, hive negative
self-concepts, and lack motivation, and the current correctives-

, remedial instruction and therapeutic counselingare, as I shall
demonstrate,.'often inappropriate and ineffective, Aieexamination. . ,

.-.

of the achieve rratnt problem and the institutidn'sgeneral,resporgelo
. .high-risk students is in ordez. . _ -- , .,'

.,;: . First, however, 4 word about terminology. initially, I' i ..
planned to write about "the new student".-or "'the nontraditional --

student." A few years ago, both these phrases referred to culturally . ..t
disadvantaged students and studepts in remediptprograms. But now
-these, terms are used to deicribe oldef students, people changing
careers, married women whose children are no longer underfoot, ..
people updating their present skills, and so n, ,.. . 4

:

0*m

,

, ..

.,,
.".....-4 r.i

.
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So what term can be dsed to 'refer to students who need
academic remediation? Granted that any label is likely to be
paternalistic and euphernistic. he educator who uses such labels
may deso to avoid designating tudents by social class or by race in
order to conceal his appraiga r disapproval of them.%Perhaps whenr "we mean that the person -or group we ate describing is poor OF

powerlessor black or red or brown (or aiademitally deficientr viv
should say it" (Tolsoh, l97,2). But that would nol.solve the problem
here. In the interest of time. srace,and brevity, asingle designation
is preferable. I have selected high-risk tlicatise thqugh it is no more
definitive or less offensive than other tens stIch as (whin-oily
disadvantaged. it has not been as widely used And abused.**

.. . .,

4 *
I)

.

4

a

. q

\
4

.
,

. . iN

. ,
% :

. *Words in --brackets are mine. . .
.

g!tiqstvertheless other terms, such as "culturally disadvantaged,"
. - . "nontraditional," "remedial." "new," "developmental." 'mar-

."..,
. veinal," "culturally different," :'nonmotivateV do appear in the

1.3ext-Oceasisinally as gliernates.
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:,, THE "CULTURALLY' DISADVANTAGED" HYPCiTii.ESiS' '4'
:.'04. . . . .

,
*:

tr

At least it. dozen nationalli known two-year:college* aipthorities , .
.

,
have defined high-risk sthants.**They agree that thtstudene s age.'0' t . .-erratic academic perforManee. in high . school, e4onomic fplight.T. ..

t . unimpressive standardized test scores', and racial/cultural/class .. ,,. .
., 6- = background place them at a disagmawage in contention with the vast,,, Z.., : 6

. majority of students applying foWentry into college. Research.
further suggests that most high-risk students are. first 'generation ' .. -
college wirolleei, have few if arty intelleotuat contacts,. are likely to ,s....

.. .
. need remedial work, are the sons and daughters of- lower-class- .

' workers, sand are: represented by a disprOportiOnately high 8 .. ....

percentage of minority-group students(CrOls, 1971.; Gordorrand,. .

.

. ..
Wilkerson, 1996; Roueche, 1972). Moreover, the condition of their 0

upbringing are said to, depress, their intelligence; Motivation:tend
self- cQhcept. ' . 6 - .

.
4Ir .. . ..,

. Unfortunately, -this descriptiQn 13f cultural and edttational
6 _ .i disadvantage§ has been widely accepted, not 'as- a. tentative , .

hypothesis but ,as i cm/I/rived explanation Cof the poor achievement .
./:./ among high-risk. stUdentg.* The 1960s and 19,70s koduced a/ st ....:

voluminous professional litefature which docujnented and
. / " popularized these ideas and used thenrto.justifY the pritediatVld //.

. other compensatory programs which . have now beeointr in -. - _ _,
stitutionaliZed (Baelir1969; Berg' and Axtell, 1268:. Biggs and / l

s' Others, 1971; Bloeher and Others, 1968; Eerrin, 1971; 'Garcia- /
Passalactm, 1968; Krupka, 1969; Lackey andRoss; 1968;,Shea,.
1966; Moore, 1970)..In fact from the presehoolicilhe-uthersityrc7(e
will 'find. the "cultdrally:disadvaniaged" hypothesis sUpPorti g a -.
pervasive and..coherent ideologc (Gordon and-Wilkerson, [966).

,I - -_Acceptance of a hypothesis, however, is not a test Wit. And
i. systematic abalOis of the literature reveals little mnre than a k

oilective restatement of the problem.' Thns there is cdnsiderable. I
question idmy mind, about the extent to which poorec,hievement can
be traced to the sdcial, economic; family,' motivational, and
environmental backgrourkds.of,the Student:, Moreover. I believe I. . .

At Rw

r
I

*The tenrs community college,, two-year,lollegejuniorAllege,
and' open-door college are itsed inteidr gehbly throughout this
pap.er. .

**See Roueche (1967, 1868, 1972)) larke and Ammons t 970),
Cohen and. Associates (1971). Axtell (1968), Moorel 1970,
1971). Monroe (1972), Knoell il 0), as exaMples

4 i ..
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,- 'REIISONS FOR CHAVENGE ,
. .

. :.. How is itIbossible that somatti experts and practitioners have
real hed co sensus on such a theoretical construct when A numberof
thilndividtial ZQptponents have not been Validated, especially in
relation to high-risk students in the community college? Onegnswer
is That some of the dimensions of the culturally disadvantaged"
hypothesis are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to measure.
Race, for example, is one of those individual componentS which
caunot b(.validated ha causative factor in low nehieyerhent. In like

.. . ',. = manner, the effects of environment on Student achievement is one of
th6se dimenOonswhith is impossible to accurately measure. .

. , , 40`ofirr answer i1 that, except for Cro4:4,1971). Knoell
. ( KM). and iz.ltely_ fewi.ofhep toirintunity.. ege writers and

theoristsiiave done itiftultily mioriginat resea : Also they have
often klptto useiwhatever empiricalevidence does exist to support,

... their diMi.:;Vritirigs; instead they have simply. repeated the
ungubstantiated. assumptions and observationelnade by their

4ublished predecei'sors, Rarely II the cy le been broken by he
intrody %ion of some new knowle gelor em iricall data....

., ; ht re other reasons wh 0 "cul 41YdisidvIriqg d,Ai
Ihypothe i.; oftld be challenged. 1 instan e ft does not,. 4

.6 c,1 ider 't 'e possibly in alive of the ic of
, 1 , e viron ep 6 student performanc0. , 1 , .

, . .' .

- . . ,tak into ccount how the teaclifr's behavior anki at ti
:t ward the studen may effect student perfcirmance. !

.... .
a I1 .

,
, ; 1 : I 1

o ".
.1,. .

i s
.1 i

I I). ,

4 .
1

A. .

, . %

6 * 0' 1" I
:

am not alone in questioning these and Otherpoptili; ideas about low
achieving, students.,

Any serious' stugent of the community' college;-Will find
himself compelled, naincully and gradually, to discard orifaccePted
educational "fact", after another about low.-achlevingstudents,.
faCts which constituted the core of some oThis professional training,
Althoughlboth the contept of the curricula and the commentary of
his professors reinforted the "culturally disadvantaged"
hypOthesi , h usuallytdiscovered that many of the things he;learned

Turnedout to be sets of officially certified nonfatts and respected
assumptickts. Even he few highly techtical,lhough tangebtially
-related. regarch studies'whie made it easy to actiute4ce to the
seemingly ilogicalconstiucts and quite believable schOlarly explan-
ations ialiu,t students becomeAuspecr upon. re-
emtmiriaticin. ,

i.
, 1

It

I

4

4

t.
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,

attribute any of the problems of achievement to poor . .
instruction.

discriminate among high Brisk students.
' question th validity of test scores in spite of the ,

_ controversy with tit to their validity as predictor;
identify, any trengths or talents which the students may

have.. 1 L ) .
. - .'

.
1 account for the-effect of peer pr8sere on performance. . %.' ;' explain how some teachers, can consistently instruct'.

highrisk students effectively and other teachers consistently fail to
- do so.

.

. .

. i explain the effeCtiveness of older persons (disadvantaged)
N. who return to college' Many years after earlierlailure and achieve..

.41 N> -`gcgat academic success. . ..,', take into, consideration that high school grades-are not as,
good predictors of gent& success for minority students as.they are,
for white students. . I .

. .

, recogniie anya.poSitiVe qualities of the student's um-
..-,,.

._,--
ronment. i. ...../

Finally, .this hypothesis does not explain the success of .
students whosuffer all the deprivation of the culturally dipdvan-

s' taged but who nonetheless succeed academically. The reas4ii given `',

It most often in this latter case is that sit-eh students are highly---1
motivated. Yet there is not a single community college writer of
authority who is billed as an expert-on motivation. Only Roueche. _

(1972) has written more than stwo rages on the subject. 1 am L
-. convinced that community College- educators (experts and prat-

Mir

,
titioners) do not know what motivates high-risk students. What they
claim to 'know has come primarily from studieS" of another .

population: elementary and secondary school children. And the
same sourc9t have given -them the culturally disadvantaged':, ' .
hypothesis. . '

. '. The authoi's of these sources* were among the First to

.
. characterize specific groups of children as culturally deprived Or

.z., culturally disadvantaged and, therefore. as atypical. To their credit.
. these early investigators did more research thav their copmunity :, .

,. . college contemporariei. Still, they made some assumptions and

*Set cibleman and Others '9600 and Wilkerson 6964;
Passow (1962). Deitsch (.196Z-"Riessinan (1962), Bereiter and
Engelmann (19665. Moore (1969), Conant (1961), Clark (1965).

f ,

et

or
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. *.
speculations about the charaCteristics of "di vantaged students

. p which were never proved or disproved.? t which. nonetheless.
were passed on and have Since :come to be viewed as truth.

.
Two-year-college educators adopted from the :public schoalss not
only the concept of cultured deprivation `as' a reason, for.poor

1 '
achievement. but also the language which defined certain students
as "marginal," "high-risk." "nontraditional.:', "remedial;" and so

- 'on: and by accepting these labels and definitions they shaped their

I.

strategies for dealing with such students.
, This transfer of ideas upward is qi understandable, since

almost 5t1 percent of the teaeher$.and 80 percent of the
adminisitators in community colleges come from theyublic school

' systems (Clross, 1970; Shane. 1'973). But can vas, accept the
. proposition hm the age of two-year-college students,their mobility.. -

. employment. experience. learning. and other factors have no

.
positive effect on them even if-they were cujturally disadvantaged as

.-; children? Although we do not have empirical evidence to answer .

s this question at present. I suggest that-the personality,is_pot static, a# .
that "the adult is a constantly adapting organism** (BirrOn 1964).. 4*
Thus. one may reasonably challenge thp applic,ation.of the 'cultural ,

deprivation hypothpsiseto community coll4e.students:
.

, These argurkents are not suggesting that miginarres'earch is -_ ; 6.

- always necessary or that it is' the only mode of knowiiik abotii)
hig!),risk students-. ,mourning ' to authorities is a well-accepted

#
practice: it saV'es tiniontleffortUnd is a point ofdeparture. Becayse *-

.
$ a 'sin,* individual can,noCknow everythingiche must turn to others

..whose kridwiedge skill, and_qperience are trusted respectecit
_,But when the authorities siinffyirely on each other's Dalt statements ,

when they nevq *replicate eit.really criticize the work of &heir,:
colleagues, and %Oren they do not dqtermine at least some of theit

. factsindependeritly, care must be taken in both choosing authorities
.

- and evaluating what they. say. / ....
. . One !nay also learn about high-risk' through personal

7e xperience, deduction, induction. and exper)mentation. although an
uncritical and uhrestricted use of,any one of theseavenues should be
avoided.. One person's appraisal df the conditictis of a particular

t- situation is not empirical proof that these conditions exist in similar
situations. Perspnai experience also does not evoke the analysis And
interpretation that would ;help in understanding' other situations
(Scudder, 1970), and it cannot be, replicated. Nevertheless, this
means,of knowing can be useful as long as one, recognizes that the
mode which is substantive, which can be tested and measured, and
which zillion's the consumer of the information to predict. explain, .
and control is.generally preferable.
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The foregoing discussion should not he Misleading. High-risk
students are an identifiable group. and 1 am not denying that certain
students may appear to have some of the characteristics of being
cultural!) disadyantaged. as described earlier. The point here iti that
the teachers and administrators who make these determinations
should have some data or research basis to support their
evaluations. since these descriptions have come to he badges of
affliction for the students so lesignated.

High-risk students are different. may view themselves
differently. and may lead a kind of life unlike that of the traditional
college student pflthe pastso do low-risk students. But differences
between students do not cause poor achievement. High-risk
students may have a social and cultural value system significantly
different in some--ways,from that of nonaisadVantaged students and
from that of their teachers. However. using cultuialdeprivaVonas
the primary explanation for the apparently poor academic perform-
ance of high-risk students is being questioned (Roueche,. 1973:
Cross! 1971:Cohen and Associates. 1971: Cohen and [imer, 1972:
Moore, 1970).

Many community dcollege authorities do acknowledge=that
negatiVe faculty 'Ind administrative attitudes and behavior, poor
teach ing.'and lack cgadministrative support are-aLso responsible for
poor achievement 'and the ineffective education provided to
high-risk ,tudents: :Citing the previous economic and social 1.

conditions of the tidents a$Nea.sons for their academic failure only
blames the students foihaving been the victims of those .
conditionsa phenomenon explored by Ryan" t1971)and these'
factors May hav,e little tO do With the instructor's ability to teach or
the student's ability to leard: Citing low IQ blames the student's
.poor achievement on genetic inheritance a position espouseti.by
Jansen (19629). Yet. this measure has,been repeatedij: challenged and
its results have ,been bind to vary significantly. Knoell .(970)
argues that "the validi of tijo snores is to he doubted as a predictor
of their succes4 iii c lege: cp. 'I78). And Schenz (1964) maintains

%`_,'that "ability tests; e by all accounts of dubious value in predicting
the --success" of students. Focusing on gradeS and,
other academic easur4s as though They were infallible and
conclusime evil ce of learning ability is no`more Productive when
dealing with *gh-risk students than comparing twovarcollege
students with our.lear-college students. black students with white
students. th IQscores 'One group with the IQ scores of another
group. and low achievers A ith high achievers. I nformationmay he
.gained thereby, bin for the most part it is not being used
constructively.

7
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SOME i EASONS FOR THE BEHAVIOR
OF HIGH-RISK STUDENTS

Just as ost community college authorities subscribe to the cultural
deprivat on theory, most also agree. as Roueche and Kirk have
reporte , "that nontraditional students are characterized by feelings
of p 4 w. rlessness, worthlessness, alienation, and inappropriate
ada tiri behaviorsunrealistic levels of aspiration, lack !ti
pro le -solving skills and experiences, hostility, aggressixeness.
and of n delinquency" (1973. p. 69).*

o doubt they do manifest such feeling and actions, and for
go .d eason: tberare without ,power. They do not have control
ov eir school's policies and plocedures', what and how they are

41. -11a. AA, attehipts to teach them in. the college, what evaluative
t tutnents are used, and so on. .,ikewise, they feel alienated-

-. caitse ttrey_ are alienated.',Several authors have reported that
tmmunity college teachers ave negative feelings about teaching
igh-risk students (Monroe. 1 72; tam and Brawer, 1972). The

tudents% especially those in mority groups, are often excluded
from some, parts of the edu tional enterprise.. Apprenticeship
programs in health sciences are examples. These fields and the
individuals and' roups who repr sent them have the worst Images in
the community ollege. Those rsons have a reputation not only,
for attempting t prevent the pa icipation of high-risk students in
the allied healt programs. but also for` trying to remove their/-%

training j:trograms from among the educational options of the
students. Furthermore: one cannot deny that racism exists in
two-year colleges (Moore and Wagstaff. 1974).

So ingrained are the suspicions of minority group students. so
real the past and preSent inequities, and so complete the in-school
and out-of-school isolation that these students would have to be
completeNoa of touch with reality not to be aware of what happens
to ahem and not to feel alienated. The benign neglect that Moynihan
(1963) has advocated for this group is a 4ase in point. The alienation
te student feel& and expresses realhot a paranoid,response. as
s me may infer. r

And refeience to a "Jack of problem-solving skills and
experiences, and inappropriate 'adaptivic behavior," must be
confined, to academic problems in an educational environment,
because some of the most effective '`real world" problem solving

*Professors Roueche and `Kirk are not necessarily subscribing to
.4 these characteristics of high-risk students themselves.
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and most sophisticated coping, skills we can identify in college
students can be found in high-ns students. .

The question is: How sh uld the student feel,* given the
reality which confronts him? Oth rs are describing how the student
feels; or the way they think he o t to feel. And when the student's
behaviorylemonstrates th?t he d es not like what is happening to
him, this action is challenged by e academics as inappropriate and
monadaptive behaiior. To be characterized as "aggressive."
"hostile," "unrealistic." and a "delinquent" suggests unhealthy
personality problems. So. on the basis of "general agreement," the
high-risk is type-cast.
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NEGATIVE SELF-C4NCEpT,

..

.

Such students are also said to ha. edifficulty achieving because their
attitudes. opinions. and general feelings about themselves and their A , I.

abilities are negati.o (Cohen and Associates. 1971; Monroe,1972:
Clarke and Amin9ns, 1970). The consequence of such .personal

i . .. perception Is .asSociated with deficiency, in school performance -'

. -1DirikmevF,'1972f.ronverselylp(*itiv self-conCept iepredielive .

A-.. ...4e. ."..of li.casietrile.micces:tGreen, 1,969: 'Willi-arils. 1969). Both of these- .,. I ,

t ' positi96, hov;ever, ..should .be 'apprOathed 'with,' some caution. ' -r
: . Although Mori is .Norrie 4reemint thatslifferences in elf'-cOn.":Cjit. .. _,:: ,'

4
A . f 't . .

0 1 0 ; dos, xist betv.ien achieNeps'anenonacbievers,..such comep.C.' does
0.141.., ....dr <1., ' not tiogfirrn Net thC difference in self - concept are the'Cau4s of. or,:t. .... .4

''.",:',"; '' .' ,A:,!'1.14.,...... .." 7%.,'"ithe..risult of, underachievement (Shaw and Others. 1960): ' . -.-. .; ! . - e
:. ... .."_, . b, .: .4- lie belief thata losv self-concept is one of the factors in poor

4. N .L.t... - I,' iit,h1Apt;(00% wideSpiead:, shoWn by the hundreds Of articles,
4 . ,

a..
0 a

.C*". : ' resear0 repo*. apaproject surarnarjel which refer to it. And the4 ..' : : delete.nirspflects oflieitative self-Concept are so firmly accepted by
.,.. some teachers that eheyfeek little an beAtThe to assist students..." !- . .

_ .

, ,..". .:. . .....), .1/4 0 . 'So afflicted. In fact, citing the negatiNe self-concept of. high.r,isk -.....
... ' ,students hits, 'become" an acceptable wax. to avoid teacbiNg or td

I . excuse the inability .10. provide" quality instruction. Wine many
";. .

things, including IQ- ;Cores, are said Id help form the negati1e
t: , . 1, i. 1

. : " 44. t self-cotrcept iknoell, 19701. virtually norie of the avaitabledata v.
i. ,i explains how low self.-csteem is establisbed in high-risk community ,..(' .-. .. ";,.college students. The overwhelming majority of studies on
.... . *

+ sactineeofiave been done With small children and adolescents
. tWyjic: 19611. 19741. And any attempt to generalize from such .,

rdstarchlio'afiatedt population In the Community college should be
1

r 0 ' , i . :: I: . -e\arninea.
.

1 , . ..
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: . 1. ...

If it Is true as many teachers believe. that high...risk students IiaveI; ;
riegati.e self-concepts; how does an in. tructor determine whe her a
student'sees hinvelf in this way? "Litt] research is available n the
self-concept of the community Colle udent (koueche arid Kir,
.1973. p,..69)too Iiitle to legitimate) c to it as the primary ca se or

.\result tie poor achievement. or-as b sis for prescribing teaching
.< 'triitegies. Although,a number of i ments purport to measure

his chilracteristic they are not wid ly nown, an few teachers.ttse
,r,: have access to them. Notwith ding, whdni 1 aunreted*

dihictors of colinscling and an equ umber oflinstructors from
I : , . . / - *1
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percent of both groups believed that women, minority group

re
members, low achievers of both sexes and all races, and students

..: identified as disadvantaged had negative self-concepts. This feeling
. was a little startling.iince not a single teacher reported administer-

ing a self-concept test. It' this survey was at all representative, a lot
,

of instructors are basing their judgment on some subjectivF
prescription which leads me to ask; what effect does the teacher's
attitude have on student achievement? Is the negative self-concept
notion as applied to marginal students simply a widely accepted,

. stereOtyped, unexamined, and unsubstantiated assumption? My
survey certainly suggests this possibility.

-- . With what student group is the high-risk student group
compared? Collins (1967) suggests that the self-concept of
community college students is low in relation to that of students in
four-year colleges. But what is the purpose of this comparison?

identical two-year colleges (Moore, 1975),1 found that more than 90

I

I .,. The tendency to contrast ,community college students with their
...t.

senior college brethren does not appear to be either enlightening or

r

instructive (Cross, 1971). And even when the are useful.
there is little evidence that they are made availabl he teachers
who need them. -

..
Against, what stantelard (that is, of a positive self-concept.

.norm) is the community college student compared? O'Banion anij ''N,
Thurs on (1972) mahitain that junior college students begin with
doub and get worse when they experience little, if any, success. If' .
trus s tlue of these stud n as a group. what distinguis es the
high-,risiffrom-the low-ris si dent? What is a positive self-c ncept? '
HOW can an instructor tel en cstudent has one? 1..

: .

PI OBLEM OF, DO:INIT[0N

V
di
s ecifics (Brookover
( anks and Gram,

highly general

rious investigators ,define self - concept differently and loiqk for
Brent characteristi4s when hey study it. Same view it in,tyrim of

and .0 hers, 1967), others, morqf'slobally,
1972). Collet (197 writes that "self- ncept is

construct composed of diverse and sometimes

4

nrelated SliPco strucis- (p. 75); Woodaid i1971) suggests that a
ositive self-concept is the need and willingness of an individual to

march to a different drummer. of these investigators may be
rightor wrong. Such is the lack of a precise definition.

is a negative self-concept cyclical when applied to high-risk
studetts: that is, both a cause and an,effect of poor achievement? If
it is what should the instructor do in order to break the
cyclee--attempt to modify instruction ortry to change the student's

. to j
11
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self-ilereaflon Theoretically, the instructor should be more
comfittent-to accomplish the first alternative than the second. After

.

ill, he does control instruction, but he has virtually no influence over
ny of theconditions which are purported to cause poor self-images, .

with th4ossible exception of his attitude andbehavior toward the
student: his expectations and other prejudices and biases.

.- 1

QUESTIOAS ABOUT RAPE, SEX AND
ACHIEVEMENT PREDICTIONS

Is the incidence of -negative self- ncept higher' among minority
.

group students than among w students,
whites, aregreater,..number of morities than whites, are sonsidered

. high-risk? Although er research answered yes, more recent
investigations challenge these finding (Zirkel and Moses; 1971A
Zirkel, 1971: Zirkel and.Gretne, 19,71 A is true that a disgropor-1
tioriate number of low achievers at1 teineclial students are mi.!
nority group members. Can we, there ore, conaude That.ftgativel
self-concept is related to racial or eth c background? The findings . .
are v4 ue and, inconclusive (for exa ple, see Dreger and Miller,
19684,I Katz, 1969). Zirkel ?(1971) eports that ethnic group
memb" ship ' nd_ mixture may either enhance of deOss the .

iself-concept f a high-risk student.* , . ;;'
Some ropose the existence of a 4 ack self-6nCePi (Banks

ail Gra mbs, 1972): The problem is, Hack define it differently from-
i wh to - (Williams, 1974). Which definition is the right one? Or are

bo h ersions acceptable? There is agreement neither within nor
I '
I

a ross racial groups with regard to a black self-concept:And Arnez
( 972) rejects the negative Hack self - concept hypothesis altogether.
If a black self-image exists, are there also corresponding Jewish.
Puerto Rican, Chicano, Native Amerikan, Oriental.; and !'other"
self-concepts? And if each group has its, own self-Concept norm,
then from whith group do we evolve the standard? Should INe have
specific self-concept tests to measure each racial and ethnic group's
self-concept and 's general instrument to measure them all?

As more male than female students are enrolled in remedial
anrses and remedial students.are often characterized as having
\ ../ .

N-'t . . . ..

*It must be noted here that tOe research relating to self - concept in
older minority group students is so scant that I have quoted from..-
some references relating to research done with children. This is a

..., p.raidure 1 criticized earlier, but these were the only sources I wits
able 'to locate.
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. aeggiveselfconcepts (Monroe, 1972), does it follow that more male
students have poor self-perceptions thari females? A voltiMinous
literature denies such a proposition. What,.then, is the explanation? -

When it is said that negative self-concept Is predictive of low
achievementdoes this mean that the student will be a poor achiever
iri all subjects or only, specific ones? We are never told. How clei the
advocates of this hyp thesis explain the self onPept of a student ,

dewho appears unable. o successfully perform academic war . big k .
. who excels as an ath ete7, In other, w ds7--rloes self-concept onlfr

a apply in the cognitive domain' Is it Jos ible that a student,may have
a negative Self-conce t betapse. h cannot readwell and a positive . ..
one becau he is successf g id athematics? Thoqgh it may be .

student in he community ''c
tons

hd excels"ih one discipline but is
difficult to nswer these que ttOns it is not difficult.to find an honois 4

a low achiever in auo her. i .
Ttsis.letads me t sk, are there m ipre 'selfconcepts in eachare

.

individual, Or does. eac person have me type of psychological
'barometer i which hteasiires the st ith of his self-cohcept
according tb his knowledge-'of and skit at the task tope performed? .

and his associates (19,67) suggest the possibility of a
different self-concept for each of the roles a person performs.

Does a marginal student say he cannot perform a specific task
because he does not feel good about 'himself or because.he is fultv .

, 'aware that lie does not possess the necessary skillsZ To not know
how, is not the same as being unable to learn ficlIcir negative 4;
self-concept; is predictive of low aOtieveinent, .how does one
account for students who perform well but who alto hairegow
opinions of themselves? I ,

Although these questions may be\ plistic, they do -indicate.
that the wide acceptance of negative seffac` cept as a major factor in
undeTachievement_may be questioned. Su 'h an explanation seems-.

. irresponsible until some conclusive data 6:Mx found to support the
-position. , .

, .

i
N., - .

; SOME .I5AMAGING' PRESUMPTIONS ,,.: '
A numbe &of remediil and divegpinental programs bave built-in
components for develpping,a positive, self-contept in the student .-
(RouecheandKirk,.1973). Although these components are designed .

to he p the student, they do suggest that he must be taught to feel
good b9ut himself Wore he can profit from instruction:A further"
impli ation is that in &der to teach a high. risk student, a teacher, or
some ne else, must first impro the student's view .of hinistlf.
Thes presumptions are troubl for several. reasons. First, the

\.
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classroom teacher is seldom equipped iagnose a neginve
self-concepi in a student. Second. even if h an make or lids made.,
such a' diagnosis: it is presumptuous to be ve that he can either.
Presc be the remedy or bring about th change. Third, .it is
dama mg to assume that a high-risk student needs his 'sea-concept
ctiang din the.first place. Even the experts cannot agree-on/0qt it
is. A eaching stratOhased on low expectations, the self - fulfilling

- prophecy, an,d. the 'assumed need of students for psychologIchl _-_ _

ientediacion as a prereduisite for'academic rerhediation is staitingott ..

on the long foot. It is quite possible that a student may have good
feelings about himself until he encounters his teachers and the
educational Institution. Davidson and ang (1960) found that the
teacher's negative image. of the student erodes self-perception or
self-image, as well as his academic achievement. . .,

, , --"\._: -,
: , .

.,
. .

ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO tATEGORIZEARI TRACK? . .

Watching Attempts to) substitute= a hypothesis of psychological ,

. deprivation fo; one of cultural depevation gives ft sense ofdeja Ili to ,---
those who have observed the responses of educator$ to high-risk.

,,students. The seconil hypothesis (poor self-concept), like theliitt
.

provides a rationale tor lbcating4the learn r's"fpilure in the leamer
and his environment anti 'omits holdin the institution and its =, 1 academic experts ac outable. Anditper s ed ucators to m4e. a
better case for failu ... than for success. . .

. , :
The cultural depriAtion hypothesis is easy-to challenge but 7

4 - the theory of negat ve self-concept is. more difficult- to counter
because the facts are ore elusive. The cultural deprivation idea, for
example, which emp asizattrat high-risk studehtS lack Such things
as educational tools in the home, involvement with Cultural evegts,
and father% or father figures in.the hod-re, is fteri in Fonflictwith the
facts. Too many high-risk students at,the t o-year-college level do
not lack these things to be citing depnvati n as a common pattern.
Many of the students work full time ot.part tithe. own some of the
common'matsrial items, come from intact families, and attend some

.. t
of the: same cultural--activities as privileged students. And it is
seldo.r,n.rea§onable toimply that 4 male student, for example, cannot
read because he doesn't have a father in.the home *I- that he has a

-role and identity problem because there,is no male model in the
home. I nlike Manner, the mere presence of educational tools in the
homebooks, for exampledoes not mean that the books are read.
In fact, the evidence shows that students withou, pdoks in their
homes learn to read as quictdy as students from homes which 4irc

i
. Vt.. ,

. , .
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well- equipped
I,

with reading materials (Clark, r965). In what way
does the absence of books inthe home, the economic status of the
student, or his race actually interfere with his ability to learn to read?

Not every student who resides in a depressed area or belongs
to a minority group is from a low-income family,a broken family, .

home de void of educational materials and stimulation, or a hostile
environment: -Every' community, including an inne city or ghetto a , .

. community, has its "respectables,"" its conformists to the social
norm (Mo e, 1969). Although it is true That some students do not
Have some heir basic material, and perhaps emotional needs met,
it, is an ex aeration to assert that most of them experierice severe
dvprivntioh. The purported cultural disadvantages are easy enough
lo,chetk. tin when educators suggest that high-risk students suffer,
from low self-esteem, see themselves as not being preferrid, and so. .

on; contradicting such statemerfts.requires more attention 'and:puts

.
'the burden oC proof on the student and his'advocates. ,1,\ according to sop' e of the more recent literature, a depres*d 1 .
sekconcept is 'not" us prevalent in high-risk students as it. 41,4s . .
thought to' be, 'and% even where it does exist, it. may have age
influence on negatil achievement (Gordon and Wilkerson,' !MY,:
Re,searcbershave also found that a positive or negative self-conce0, ,,

may operate to reduce or to stimulate achievement,, respective),,;
and that ethnic gioup membership, may either enhance or deprest.' . 4'

self - concept (Zirkel, 1971). In fact, recent studiep. (Cart6r, 1968
Soares and Soeire; 1969.; Dalassie and Healy, 41970;,Rosenberg:'
and Simmons, 1971; Gaston,.197.21 Han, 1972) have rejected the .

, t 'earlier stereotypes ablaut blacks, concluding that this minority group :i
, has self - concepts just as high 'or hjgher than whitesC:',.4 . ....- -t:

Even if one is.nble to help the high-risk stedent-iinpfave hiS
I

self-concept, this change will,notdarantee,that his acadernit skills .

will improve; nor does it alter the ability of the perspn who provides
Instruction,, the financial .and other swore services ,which are

.

necessary to help the student succeed, or the attitudes of those who
Would prefer working with students without achievementproblems. t
The need for instructors to have a wide range of teaching strategies.
to be familiar with the necessary tools and material's, to be aware of
the,. means for diagnosing academic problems., to accept, the . - .

proposition that every teacher in Of community college is
reality, are medialteacher, and to ktidtV whatfesource's are avails e
and where they can be found will not change beeausethe studiuf s '

.self-concept improves. .
. .-:. .

to other word's,' it is extremely doutitfillthat a chane4n

a
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change in the behavior of those who teach and in the inttitutign's
response to.the high-risk student. And I believe it is jrresponsible to
base the aa'ailemi; lives and perliap's the only higher education
opportunity, oat many students may aye akin idea as vaguely
calibrated as ielk-concept. Althoug I 'have not provided, 4nkny
answers, I think I have generated sufficient questions to cgallenge
any serious,wholar or praclitioner who is willing !o iF,I ye§tiRte many
of the issuMptions.made about the relationship between negative
self-0064in and addevement. . 1f4 ?' :o' '0
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MOTIVATION
. )

Another reason commonly given for the poor academic perfor-
maitce of many. high-risk students is that they lack motivation.
Jencks and Riesman .(t968), for ,ample, assert that only the
upper-middle-class student is really motivated to go to c011eie and to
do, difficult, unpleasant .academic tasks when he gets there.
Although college attendance has traditionally been related to social ,

- class, does it follow that a strong desire to enter college is restricted
. to the well-to-do? If so", how do they account for the thousands of

.. lowet:Class bjacks and whites Who attended nig'ht classes, took
advatitage of tfie G. 1. bill, shindd shoes, and worked as bellhops,
janitoKs and waiters in order to complete their higher education?

"i" ), Many of these loWer-class students served and cleaned up after
those upper-middle-clasi'students who were "really motivated to go.

' to college." I am convinced that' these authors of The Academic
"Rerohition are elitists whb understand neither the community

. .. college nor what motivates many of its students. .
Unfortunately; they are not alone in their ignorance. The'fact

is that little is known about what moves a Student to come to college,.

to remain once enrolled and to pursue academic work with tenacity.. .. One problem:in studying motivation, like self-concept and a great'
. mariy other' subjects of social, science reseaffith, is that it is

= inaccessible to direct examination. No matter how sophisticated
their-research technique, psychOlogists and educators must infer

.. . Mdtivation from subjects' reports or from behavior. Therefore, this
,

, complex inter brive or intention is difficult to define and measure.4

.0 A related problem is the inapplicability of much research to
. our target population'. Studies of children adolescents, which

4.- ,,, ,have used such things as d211-play, noxioUs stimuli, and candy,. : rewards, are not usually generalizable to adult's. And most '
weriments have Concentrated on rather, isolated fragments of
behavior rather than confronting the total behavior of specific

, stqdents and its longitudinal sequences. Granted:Aults are difficult
. , to study, Unsophiiticated.methods cannorbe Ad because adifits 4-

..& :
ere suspicious, demand explanations, milerstand uttuendos, are
not a captive audience, and so on *(litischof, 1969). Nevertheless* '',

-

edubators must not .use this difficulty to justify, accepting the
conclusions .of inappropriate research on motivation' instead of
investigating on their own.

To my kqemiedge, not a single community college adminis-i,-

o.

ters it test of any kind to determine motivation 'for academic -i.
2 5 "' ,
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. achievement. The results of the suryey.cited earlier (Moore; 1:4181

. .

. showed thatnot one instructor or counseling direCtof had*givenstich
a test to high-risk students. Yet despitc.the.lack of concrete ant)
relevant data, two-year-college experts and practitioners.cpritinue ''
to have firm ideas about who is motivated and who is not. Th-
teachers and counselors I Surveyed believed that pbor, bit! ., , I.

. high-risk, and female students-Vere less motivated than. affluent.; -:,
.... w,hite low-risk, and male. Q.nes. The problem with such tabeling;is,' ''"

. that it victimizes its recipignts. They are treated asthough-they at*, -.:-
not motivated: little is elpected of them and little is done 'to "ftelt..:*, .'

,4. '..them. And even if sgeh comparisons were true. in what way would'
-...-i.....1

they help to prepktfe. present. add eyaluse quality instruction..
. - highirisk students? .

This is the-crux-of e iisue. Educators are riglit;iO4S$001P. '"'f-
,

.. _ motivation Oh le ing. But their-negative, defenityitittitbde4,U-;,.t, A
can't do anything if t ey.don't want to learn"muskbelebrkiF4 ..; -.,,,.."..:;,:k;

. . a positilebpproach sed on the principles of andragugy;,tbori.,0 . 4 '....s. -..';,
science of helping adUlts learn (Knowlei, 10701470itik,j0tr,it4 $ :-'...,...",.''
bertye that a student ought to bq ready for learning:** lte;Oiniti.;'* '''

to t "e class. His plans s6Ould be clear: be should IciosYlwluit Wt.
. .:doing and what the riSts, ay. According to the,..C.ogniiiie 11i0E.flir,:!',:..

.notintion, knpwing his goal should be sufffoient nit-41400n: .-44icr : .

, ,-e as the intructorssee it, if this. fcnowledge is IcIfitig4`.Pe.§04.0jr-7-
:4:1., .zt, A, -.2. ,....7,,,,- i. . ., shouldn't be theli. This is a neat fdpoula, but irsinitili14 .s61,,,Y9A%

. -,...,. '.-;.
e in practice. Goal identificatiOn and a PO4jtive attitgde ,I,E.Arfite...?"-.' =-- ...,

, learning do not guarantee motivation to achiemk Pt hags Zitels.. ,- .., r -:-.c.
not the student's$ or perbips his positiye attitude doesnOtei0d4 le.k:_,..,,-:.: ..: "..,..:,,:.
those areas prescribed by his teachers, In any &me:, theteotherAt4.. ;. ... - :-,,..-

. adcept -some respbitsibility for helpiitg tlfe student,determitteiti$.,;"; ',-"
,,,!:' Objectives and then hap him reach tiled,' ....,..:,:,-..., .- :.-: ./,'"'..?:14 .., ..

t.,--e: `. 'What. then, can tht- teacher dot Obyipusly-trititp.tittojt-':: ,..:'t '6-

strategie are necessary.0 Ways mbst be, ie4itled ttrit'Acsttecf0.4" . , '''...., .- ,ii, ',. :"itt'et ',..,?4, , reeeptive tp jearning, actIvity.°Eitery studeqt; motiv*ted br' iidst;:i$ '''. ':,::.,...,.:. .

jikely to respqndto the-good huninn relation$'06d-tites,irOmdted.bk.
4_47, the so-called h,elping professions: liking and respettirigiheittgedt,,,,",,,.N .",;',, '4

,,,,,A listening tohim. building his confisienee'.170sOnalhonesty aniii.itigh: .; ,..,."

41e Cti%IV ! > ' eXpectations am Itelpflitas well. li is moreprod4tivetO deterMitie :f
, -:; . v0At stimulates'a student than'to,argue that tiie student *e4/iiii,zot.P.e.

.. -- . i :stimulated. The teadher will prbbably discoverAllatsome Ario.6$'

. 4

. '.. workfor tangible rewards, others forab*tractfilfti:,soide resPoldt id
''''"

....4, ''' .. .PrAise and sonte- to criticism. By dprkiyitii II* iifotmation ',ift!f., i

: - - teacher can increase eiteh Studedes intertest.in 144ritirig: . , ' ,..
. . . ... ,.., ... .14,.. k ,

k . .
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It is equally 'important to provide successful ,learning
experiences. l the public schools, teachers-attempt to structure die
learning env ir nment in *eh a way as to bring about re dness in tfi
student, and f quently they do net attempt to prove e instructi
undl.that state is observable. Community college tnst ctors can o
more thai\they have to pres nt material in st es that re
appropriate t 'the studs tls cap city so that he can m ster one tep

.before going n to the At. .

The e ects of to cher behavior on motivation cannot be
minimized. Instructors are models. They are,authority figures; they

4o exhibit values and attitudes: they do encourage and discourage,
'reward and punish. praise and condemn, measure and evaluate,
dempostrate prejudices and biases, and 'so oil. The statements they

. make, their availability, the interest they take iiktheir students, the
advice they give, the enthusiasm They display ---a1 facets of their
ability to stimulate. %Men teachers and students spend iiss eFr_gY
on fearing and blaming each other and more on cooperatiWor
mutual achievement, then real knairess in learning can be made.
One womprs. however: If highriik students haft as much wrong

with them as the authorities insist: if they are so trapped-in that
"tangle of pathology" which Moynihan11965) has described; if they
are The genetic cripples.that Jensen (1969) and Shockley (1972) have
proclaimed; and if they are really the educational, cultural, and
psychological deviants thateduc tors and social scientists say they
are. what can we expect from t ? And is it realistic, or even
possible. to expect educators in the c munity college to beahle to.

t b?ing,aboto ssufficient change in them that they are able. to
counteract all of these conditions? I Would su s ect ;hat some among
us would suggest that highrisk students are so far bohind and So
imbued with paskacademic deficiencies and failures that little can be
.done to provide redirection for them. This idea finds expression in
the old quotation I recently heard again: "You can't.teach old dogs
new tricks." This may betrue. But it is time only as Ion sit applies
to dogs. People are different. And,th6re are remedie although
sometimes they may be misused. , .
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In spite s't)f thipomplex reasons that community college educators
.give for pOor achievement by high-risk Students. their prescriptions
for improvement have been surprisingly simple:, personal and
academic counseling and remedial instruction. .

CQUNSELINGi

This remedy is considered al a panacea in that it is supposed to
give high-risk StuUents the ext atterition they need in comparison
with students in other higher e tion institutions. What penitillin
was to the medical,profession three decades ago, counseling is to the
community college today. Unlike Medical practitioners, however,
who. have since' discovered thNt' \penicillin has destructive side

. effects when inapproprktely admmistered to some patients, the
advocates. of counseling have neithikechecked for side effects ribr
discontinued, the p sop
high-risk students need coun
those things which affect achi

Although community co
both the importance. and the p
high-risk Students, claiming that tI
community college is distinctive,
students evaluate this human reibu

' generalities (about cultural disad

n. They appear to assume that all
ling and tha\the teachers know best,
vement. '' s

,. .1

ege educators generally boast of
itivOffetts of counseling with
s funs:090as it is carried oil, in the
erhapi they do pot listen.to how
ce .. Whirp, the educators speak in
antages:'Self-concept, lack of

JnOtivation for example) the stUdents speak iri specifics.
. Atypical complaint is- that counselorS sp&nd (or 'want to

Spend);too much of their time in one-to-one therapy 'attiyity(and too
little ih supOlying information, identifying resources, 'and finding

, support (guidancie activity), 'One student remarked, "1 went to that
counselor and hi immediatelystarted prbbing me aboutevegthing,
including my se lifeand all 1 wanted to know was,wheretO find
the next class."

derrick (1971) foundthat counselors consider `Nounseiing':
the individual student their most important function in the two -year

`college. In fact, counselors measure theirAuccess by the results of
Interaction with individual students (Cohen and Associates, 1971).
-The counkelor ;nay use: other. methods, lit it iii; udjikely that an
educator would continue to use a technigte that* some Way
frustlates him and violates, some premise 4 belief about the nature
of what he does (Purdy, 1973): One-to-one counseling appears to
operate on the principle that a highlrisk or disadvantaged student
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4*tio comes into a counseling center has personal problems with
which he cannot successfully cope. The real point here is: that
high-risk students are concerned about assistance and information
And the counselors seem more concerned about setting and process.

A conflict in values here is unmistakable. There can be, and
often is, considerable disagreement between the counselor's
favored approach and what the student thinks will help him. The

......-,.counseher may value personartilationships. the dynamics of
hncouttier,psychic facilitation, the application of varied theones of
obikpseling,15iychologitAl piocess; the counselor-client mystique.

.-seeihg the 'student 'develop' frpm a position -a dependence or
artogance to a posiudn of independence or accommodation, and so
on. In skm, the counselor may er those activities techniqUes
and settings that alloW him t stablish his own role and function.. By-contra.4t, high- i students are often Seeking help with;,,
choosing academic programs, identificatia of resources. awareness
of procedural hazards within the institution. information about
individuals who may cause them difficulty (that is, adminiitrators
and teachers who make excessive demands on students, who have
eccentticities about which the students should be aware, who have
`demonstrated negative attitudes toward certain types of students
ang.1) so, on), and information about official actions (by the board of
trustees legislature. administration,. faculty senate, and other
bodies) which may change their status. They. value: tangible
services, specific referrals, definite directions and answers to their .

queitions: obtaininginformation withouaelf-examination: identify-
ing effective teachers without resorting utthe trial and error method:
and maintaining their privacy and secrets, including some weak-
nesses and problems they may not wisto share. In short, students
need the information, warnings, support, and follow-through that
will allow them not only to negotiate the academic bureaucracy but"
to survive in it (Hecht. 1970) and this means, in many *es
guid4nce rather than therapeutic counseling.

The qiiality of this guidance depends a great deal on the
amt s and personal awareness of the counselor, for the student
carpn decide what he thinks jsjbest for himself,
counselor y be able to decide not only *hat is best for the
counselor but o what is best for the student: Counselors pro est
that theldo not tell students how to make uo their mind4. Thi ay
be Mae. but as Patterson (1966) has warned, the Onselor s v es
inev.hably influence the client, whether intentionally unintenu fl-
atly. The counselor can choose what information to ma avails le
to the student and how much what options tc;.present d h

.
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attractive to make them: he can emphasize the student's limitations.
choose the method of counseling. counsel and guide the student
tcsording to the desires of the faculty and administration. and,so on.

It is weldocumented that many student sare counseled out of
prfigrams to which they aspire: "There is an .axiom. for example.
that every successful college-trained black adult who was poor had
trouble with his guidance counselo and he made it in spite of

zi determined effons of guidance personnel to steer him into
semi-skilled or unskilled works' (Brazziel 1970, p. 748). Because of
this pr.actice, many minority groupotudetits have a rule of Thumb:
whenever a white counselor ad-vises you about anything.-;-get
another opinion. Thus. high-risk students have had experiences
with bbth tiersOnal counseling and guidance that make them
distrustful (Russell. 1970). Their image of this campus resource was
created by counselors. and if it is to be changed, the counselors-must
do the changing.

This disclasio'n does not mean to, suggest that personal
counseling has no value. It may provide a setting which helps a
student to understand himself better. develop self-confidence, learnf
to be honest with himself, and 'evaluate his goals and aspirations
more realistkally; it may even help the student develop'a positivg
self-concept. assuming .that his present one is demonstrably
negative. Rouithe and Kirk (1973) believe that "counselors Nye a
crucial role to Way in developing potitive self-concepts, and that
activity is critical in developmental programs" (p. 90). And May
insists that "counselors are in a unique, position to help people
Improve their self-di ncepts and develop more of their potentials"
(1971. p. 381). Still. if the student does not have the appropriate
information. effective instruction. a' positive relationship with
persons other than counselors in the educational enterprise, or

'applicablekskills when he graduates. voluntarily withdraws. or is
officially withdrawn, thwell we may really have is an academic
failure who likes himself!'" .

-

REMEplACINSTRUCTION., -.

This' is 'the other method most usedkte try to reverse poor
achievement by higlicrisk studerits4 Essentially, it provides remedial
courses. in the language arts (reatlingi writing., spelling),, and

,. mathematics. Unfortunately' this.appioach; at least the way it is
. currently carried out,, is seldom 113iCtive. And like the purponed

.... cayses of poor achievement I discussed earlier, it has been poorly

i . researched. RAmelial 'methoas
,
are more often described 'than'

. .--.1 . ,t\ .
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validated. Although, Roueche (1972) and Roueche and Kirk (1973)
have provided a theoretidal framework for teaching high-risk
'students the basic academic skills, and have suggested' some'
techniques for instruction, their how-to-do-ft models do not appear

. : t to be in pse by many instructors. Inndvative acts have tended to be
minimal. While the most innovative thing that community college
people could do would be to simply teach low-aohieving students
tki", to read, write, and figure more effectively, students often spend
considerable time with educational gadgets and self-tauglIt learning

:.." . materials, and packages instead of more intense, meticulously
$ planned, tightly organized, and welb:presented instruction. The

. .. , tadgets and other materials, in many ways, seem more important
.

, than :the function they are supposed to serve'. and, even more
"s, disturbiqi, they may be misused, In this light, let us look at some of'' 14 the more popular modes of instruction; cassettes. programmed

. textbooks, learning centers. and tutoring. a

. ' Ca.s.sette.s There is much that is positive abotft this widely
...m1
.. used tool of instruction. The information recorded may be well

organized and does not require a teacher or some other learning
..' facilitatcir _to be present; the student can in/olve himself in the

.

learning activity at a time of his choice. The sequpice, pacing..and
am9unfotccmtent may have been carefully planneflpnd the student
can rewrn to the same tape as ofteit as he chooses and get the same

. information. Tapes' are not necessarily biased because.the listear is
a high-risk student or a minority group member. or a female, pr
bedause 'itte student has a different political persuasion. The.

. Reran re lends to be buoyantly optimistic about the effect of these
and, other types of audio-visual devic'es on learning (Dale. 1969:
Erickson. l965 :, PO,stlethwitit and Others!1972: Jamison and
Othe. 19741.

Yet in spite of what *literature says, listening to a tape is
listening to ?lecture. and as.ateiching method it has been shoWn to
be relatively ineffec. "ve with high-risk stUdentsMoore,071). Still.

, .
g if the studenufnust hen lectures. he isfietter off with a human being

with IAA he cab interact. While ,the-lecturer 'may have speech
peculiarities. physical exaggerations, and eccentricities of dress
which may distract the student, ,he can nonetheless provide
feedback, embellish

rc
his speech. change his mind, point ' out

additional resources, give on-the-spot demonstration. act as a odel
and identification figuye. and:provide encouragement. These atter
attributes and behaiviers are important to all students, especially
those considered to be high-risk. In sum, giving a marginal student a
cassette tape as the primary mode of instructionapractice rather

,
L
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widespread.in many learning centersis a misuse of a teaching tool. L.
}

Thisis not to say that some students cannot profitably use Cassette
tapes without previous or additional guidance from the teacher. The
fact is. we have done no research to really find out.

Programmed Textbooks. Programmed textbooks follow
much the same format us cassette tapes and, thqugh these texts can
supplement. live instruction, they should not be used as the
fundamental means for improting basic skills. I propose that they be
used primarily With students who can read well and who enjoy
working independently. This frees the instructor to interact with
students who need his personal attention.

Reading is a sophisticated skill requiring cognitive operation.
Although at first learning to read may be procedural and
mechanistic, the integration necessary to comprehend the printe
word can be quite complexcalling upon a number of ment
physical, social, and emotional behaviors. The student must be ab
to follow instructions, add inflection to the printed word, recognize,
emotional tone, detect sarcasm, take direction from punctuation,
extract facts, comprehend principles, see cause and effect, make
inferences, understand -plot, and utilize all the other cognitive
perceptual skills needed to interpret printed material.

A second problem is that you cannot effectively teach adults
to read the way children are taught to read. Adults scorn many ofthe
learning-to-read activities (such as sounding out the consonant and
vowel sounds) which children enjoy. And the widely accepted
practice of determining a 'student's reading level and then;
prescribing reading material at that level is problematical. Although
the printed level of the material presented must not be beydnd his
compfehension, the sophistication of the materials Should be
comniensnsate with his chronological growth and experience. It is
imponant tO understand that a student's ability to conceptualize or
comprehend subject matter may exceed his reading skill. Very often
the teaching of reading is restricted to such basic activities as word
attack, developing speed and vocabplary building. Yet, a student
who doesn't know how must be.tattitht how to make inferences,

. identify emotional tone, understand what is meant- by the,
development of characters, and so on.,He probably cannot learn
most of the foregd* from a programmed textbook which is
provided to wkh.an invitation to use the study carrel of.
hiathoice.

Even 'th.e regular textbooks are a problem and are written
above the reading level of not only many highrisk stud ents but many
"avemge". stud &its: One has but to examine English 1800; English

.`
1, . r
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2200,.and English 3200 to be convinced of this. While the exercises
these publications contain are.applicable and graded, the material
used to demonstrate sp.egific skills can cause many problems. Adult
students, for examplf, resent the subject matter of most
reading and English programmed books. Similarly they reseni.The
primary school method of presentation ofthe materials in the books.
Such students prefer to use subject matter commensurate with)their
age and affective level of functioning, but written'at their cognitive

erlevel of operation. .

One - publisher found that materials it had developed to teach
the "basic skills" in writing,, communications, and mathematics
were too sophisticated for the students they were designed to help ....

(Scully, 1974). This finding confirmed an observation I reported
earlier (Moore. 1970). Publishers are now recommending that .
authors of textbooks make their manuscripts more commensurate . -ti
with the clientele they are supposed to serve (Scully, 1974).

For years it Was been a common practice among elementary
and Secondary school people to use readibility formulas to

--.1termine the level of difficulty of textbooks. Moreover, reading'
cliniolins and textboolaominittees in public school systems whicit !_)11*reading clinics have field-tested . and validated reading

,
materials to make sure that students 6:n:whom they are designed can ,

master them. Similarly, teachers in developmental .education in
some colleges have been "rewriting" the textbooks they use with
their students. For example, Betty L. Pollard, chairwoman of the
developmental program at Forest Park Community C011ege in St.
Louig, Missouri, advised publishers a decade ago that the materials
Op, were producing to work with high-risk students not only were

ir4fttb difficult to read, but did not convey- the intended ideas.
On the subject of needlessly murky prose, Newman writes,

"A fOrge part of social scientific practice consists of taking clear .
ideas and making them opaque" (1974. p. 146). As an example of his .
observation he cites the following passage from a social science
publication: "The social ontogeny of each generation recapitulates
the social phylogeny of Negroesin the New World because thePasic
socio-economic position of the group has not changed in a direction
favorable to successful achievement in terms of conventional
norms." Newman's simple translation: "Each generation of
American Negroes, like-its predecessors, makes less msvey than
whites." . . , 4

Some scholars suggest that writing books and articles in their
disciplines at a lower level of difficulty js "watering-down" the .
content and is; thecefore, lowering the standards. Y,ecunnecessarily n../

3 3 .
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confusing material does not cause standards to be maintained.
Difficult composition, for eNaMple, may indicate that slander:cis are
alteady low: that is. such writing may be used to conceal thilaCt that
little is being said. as NewrnaWs example demonstrates. Obscure
edinposition also blurs meaning and violates the principles of
kigtolicity and brevet -., --two components ofgood ,writing. Overwrit-

e
i* .ing by the use of eStansive and even profound prose also tends to

confirin what some observers suspect: that when some professors
publish. their motives are self-serving. They are seeking'promotion,
tenure. recognition, money. and other rewards. And students
those for whom their publications are intendedare of secondary
concern.

. To .get' at the heart of the matter, high-risk studenti are
capable of handling. complex ideaS"Which they are incapable of
understanding when these ideas are presented in the sophisticated
language of a university professor. Instead of the textbooks
facilitating a student's acquisition of knowledge, it is often one of the
barriers: Unfortunately. most community college teachers do not

. write the text they use with their students. And of the few who do
write, most folrow the examples sett(); faculty members in four-year
colleges. ;

The:Learning Laboratory. Some type oflearn"irig laboratory*
'has been established in more .than 80 peuent of the .community
college ,in the nation. It may be a very Aitiable resource in that the
varietiVecfficationWrnedia it houses may significantly enhance
learning possibilities. The-real attributes of such a facility, however,
are not well known. A- few things' haVe been written about the
acceptance of tnechanial modes of instruction by community
college students (Gaddy, 1971; Gold, 1973 Gooier,' 1972), but
Berchin (1972) found no consistent pattern when comparing
conventional and audio-tutorial means., In likmanner, Belzer and

. Conti (1973) found no differences between the grades and attrition -

rates of students taught with to nological *media and those pf
students taught by conventional m thods. Gold (1973) and LesSgr
(1970), however, found that some orm of multi-tnedia in a given
course .may be palatable and useful to the students. Although the
instruments used to measure the effects'Of mechanical media on
framing are imprecise, learning, centers continue to 'proliferate..

,* ..
. . . *.

**Learning laboratory, skill, ceper,, learning cente
cente are terms used. interchangeably here.

\..... , --..,
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Mire iolumes haven written describing the, types of
audio-visual aid programs in operation, and how to set up
multi-media centers (Bannister. 1970: Berchin, 197/: -Brick and
McGrath, 1969: Evans-and Neagley, 1973: Johnson, 1946: Johnson, ..

..1972). -_,..) .
The learning laboratory in most communitt Collegescolleges used

. pi-madly as a remediation center. Reading clinics, writing labs, and
othir such learning resources are designed for low-achievers. To
limit the use of ,the center to only those students whAave poor'
skills, however, not to extract the facility's maximum potential.
Students who are more proficient often can make more profitable .

use of the center than Students who need much individual attention
and direction. The available hardware may heir, a higher achiever to.
move faster in his chosen subject and enrich his learning by allowing

, ohwinintradetext

, \
tnhderehims.selafbbieliytiVawndhastkiislirsewquiliiretadkaendhitmo.progress at his

As I h e mentioned, some instructors use specific
equipment house in a learning center, such as cassette tapes, as
their sole medium ofOstruction. In this case a center becomes one
more barrier to contact between student and instructor. Although
this strategy may provide the instructor with some additional free
time, this is only one, of the subsidiary.benefits of the center, The
teacher must always be the pivotal person who guides the learning
activity. No tool is any better than theskill of the person who useS it.
the function it is supposed to serve, or the task it is supposed to
accomplish.

One of the inescapable observations one can make about
learning laboratories is that there is little or no knowledge about their
effectiveness. Most of what is known about these "learning
resources" was written by the manufacturers and retailers.
Although boards of trustees have authorized the money spent on
them, and administrators and teachers have justified.* expendi-
tures for them -and. insist on their value, there appears to be 'no
evidence o support their claims. Cammuaity college educators like
to describ a learning center's hardwire and capability and to stress
the numbe of continuous hours each day that the facility remains
open and available to studentsobut only infrequently will they speak
about its effectivenesi. The student feedback 1 have had certainly

..

fails to endorse the claimed success of skill centers. And though'
. there is a general absence of research, we chi know that whether the ,

centers are utilized or not in working with high-risk students, the
attrition rate among these students remains about the same. We also

. know that most of the remedial students who use the facility do so ..

..

s
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because it is required and in many cases because the college is
'faking nosemediation. efforts outside this setting.

Tutoring. Even individual should be examined.
Although there is much that is positive inthis approach, it is rarely
systematic. Tutors. in two-year colleges' who work with high-risk
students often turn out 'to be persons whb may simply have
knowledge of the subject and are in need of part-time employment.
Typically. tutors are graduate students from nearby colleges,
second-year,cornm.unity. college students who are high-achievers.
housewives who work in their spare time, high school teachers who
are moonlighting. and.others..To be sure. these can be valuable
human resources, but if they are to be well utilized, they need
considerable institutional support.

TufOrs should. have diagnostic information about the
rnistudents' leang difficulties. Similarly, they must be apprispd of

the goals and objectives of both the course(s) and the student. And
the same institutional resources available to thh assroom
instructors should be available to the tutors. Frequent ferences
between the instructors and tutors are ad jsable in order o discuss
student progress and problems.

The institution has to make sure that a tutor has the skill to do
what he istired to do,-lit twenty-three colleges 1 visited which had

.developmental programs, eighty-one tutors had been hi,red to help
with remeshar reading. Yet, .only' three of them Had special
knowledge aboutor experience in teaching remedial reading. These
three were elementary school teachers who worked part time for the
colleges.* Half of the tutors (forty-three) did not know how to use all
the equipment in the learning centers. A third of the tutors,
performed their tasks in facilities located away from the learning
centers. Sixty-five (80percent) of the tutors had never used (or even
heard of) a readability formula. 1 am not necessarily saying that
every tutor needs to be an experienced reading teacher, but I do
believe he should know something' about it..or at least be able to
work with a trained teacher who can guide and direct him. '

Tutors should have _opportunities to visit the instructors'
classes often in order to observe such things as teaching style and

-

*Of the thirty-one regularly appointed teachers working in the
developmental programs in these twenty-three schools, nineteen
had never ralen a course in the teaching of reading. And those who
were experienced reading instructors only had knowledge of the
techniques for teaching reading to little children.

.4
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method, the ihruit of the course, and so on. fie should be able to. examine how the instructor(s) constructs tests,.grades, acid makes *
assignments. No orientation of the instructional statwhich ocuses
on high -risk students should exclude- the tutors. Course outlines,
syllabi. examination schedules. and other pertinent inforrriationy
aboutthe courses) should be available to the Tutors. in short, the
tutor cannot operate effectively if b& is academically isolated:

The institution also has other responsibilities With reord to
its selection.- acid preparation of tutors. Firs {, many tutors
demonstrate the same negative attitude toward high-risk students as
that shown others in the atadetbic enterprise, and the institution-

. should not hire anyone who exhibits such an 'attitude. in another
institutions have sometimes hired persons whocome from'rom the

same racial and/or ethnic group as the students to, be tutored on` the
premise thasuch persons may be more effective in reaching the
student. This concept that "it takes one to teach one" can be
counter-productive. High -risk students are sometimes "ripped off"
as much by persohs from. heir own racial and ethnic group as they
are by others. It is more important to select a competent, sensitive
person than to simply choose one who matches the student's
background. At the same, time, the' institution should make every
bona fide effort to Ind tutors who represent allroupi. It cannot be
denied that a student will probably have an easier relationship With a
person from his own groupat least until he discovers thht such a
tutor does not meet his needs.

Part-time people working as tutors are not regularly
appointed teachers, although some do haveleaching experience.
They are used to supplement classroom instruction; not to replace
it. The instructor is still the first resource available to the student 4.0

N experiencing acadethic difficulty. Fk normally has at his disposal
information and kndwledge about the student that the tutor does not
have. The student must see the instructor on a regular bgsis: be ..
evaluated by him, and on many occasions ask him for recommends- ,

tions. In sum, the techniques used for remediating low achievement

4. "

N

may not be successtn1 because many of them tend to minimize the
student's contact with his teacher. Even when a teacher's present, p:

possible, as we have suggested earlier, that there is a real eroblem "-
With instruction.

..
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THE PROBL OF INSTRUCTION AND LEARNING
II,...,,

..,.E,ffie community 'college is)supposed to bez teachinginstitute n. Yet
..tAist instructors in two-year colleges have faken a midi m of
feiltication courses and few of the colleges they attended offered
Of kirses in the discipline of instruction. They also have spent very'

' ''. .rhen a community college is reported as an "innovative" teachingI little time studying the community college itself (Brawer, 1973).

t i.12pOistitution, it is almost always a self-definitron.
4- 7 r-, I Pleas for greater teaching know-how. skill among

, o-year-college/teachers are hardly new. Koo (1947a, 1947b,
,.

kw
:ri,948; 1949, 1958) has, been stressing teacher epaiition ,for a

..._ 0.1 ::x generation. A quarter-century ago (1949), the American Council on .

,i..tr_Education identified specific skills which should be developed by.
r7:1,- .junior college teachers. More recently, Maul (1963,1965), O'Dowd

otg'

i31
_,.. (I 967), Kiernan (1967), Malian (1968), Gieazer (1967, 1968), Singer,:ii1968i, Colien and Brawer (1968), Dawson (1971), Cross (1971), and

,1111 Moore (1970, l97,1) have suggested that universities develop special

t
.0,f5t1 P;,. programs for prospective community college instructors.

-4,.,,, , it does not require much sophistication to see that the
_4i ,c4 teacher's instructional te.hniques need to be as nontypical as his
14, ...' students. in addition to becoining a scholar or craftsman, thet.-
; s - ' i two- year - college teacher also needs specific preparation alid

t., -,-;--- training in the art and science of teaching his subject (Kelley and_ ; ,.... Wilbur, 1970; Girrison, 1968). I,. . .

, ,

4,.!.-

,
1.̀

instructors appear to know a great deal, more about their
' , discipline than they know about teaching its. content to marginal

.?
I .students. Anwhile academically able students do manage to learn.

ot 1 l! t
much of the content, there are no available datawhieh indicate that

'- 7nastety 45'th:feet content is a result of instinetion: But even if wetv

ill assume that mastery is the result of good instruction, defining what,
iii '..

is useful fc;itigh:risk students is difficult. When one converses with
. 1, teachers about instructing academically, weak students, many ask:

, How do you do it? Faculty members are often reminded' that.
4

"regular" instruction for highrisk student's must be supplementedP

J . with alternative instructional Materials, methods, and procedtires.
.Yet most of them end up teaching the way they were taught, even in
programs which are considered somewhat effective with marginal

.,, students (Vitughn and Puyear. 19.72), i
There does not appear to be any agreemeft among educators

on what good teaching is, although individualkknowor thinis they
knowwhen they have had- a good teacher. Notwithstanding,,

8y3
. %1
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twcPyear-college people,insist that instruction is what they do b
Still; if one used the quantity and quality of the achieverhen
high-risk students as two of the indices of 'effective instrucli,"
would conclude that students other than marginal studenage0
benefit of the quality instruction. ,The literature contains ns)

"cookbooks" on helping teryfers' teach better, on the va us
methods, materials, and techniques, but with few exceptions' Itch
as the work done by Roueche, 1968, .1.972, and Cross, 197 the
literature does not explain 'lbw to instruct high-risk itude s in

_particular. Most writing on these, students is definitional, deserip-
' tive, and evaluative -not designed as a strategy for instruction.

When aprospective student reads the college,cataloguo he is
inf9rnied that there is something for everyone. Implicit in such a
pronouncement is that the institution has the,means, both human
and institutional, to diagnose his learning difficulty and to prescribe
what is necessary to improve him academically.

What is the reality? Few instructors in the cOmmunity"eollege
have the expertise to. diagnose learning problems, and protOly
many do not know how to apply the results of certain tests thal are
administered to students. The interpretation of testi isnormally left
up to the cOunseloror some other person from the office of stiident
personnel or institutional research. Even when test informations

'available: it' is not always"disseminated to the insauctdrs.
Counselors are seldom members of the instructional and curd culpm
committees, that can provide important information about students
to help the instructor plan his teaching strategies. In sum:4 complete
diagnosis is what the student has a right to expect. It is illogical,
however, to expect instructors-to do what they do.not know how'
to do.

'INERTIA OF TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 0(
That community college teachers know so little .a PIA providing..
effective instruction to high-risk students is not entirely their fault.
Colleges andlniversities have failed to provide them with excellent
inservice or preservice training to deal with these students. One
suspects that professors In teacher- training institutions know no
more about how to provide the appropriate skills than the instructors
seeking them. The development of teacher-training programs In
colleges. and unkersities seems always to be bogged down . in
institutional polTics. To cite an example, three teacher-training
institution 1 know Abut have been working on curricula for
training community college personnel for some time (two to three

- I a )
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years). There is no agreement (at this writing on a single coursein .

two of the colleges, and only two courses have been developed in the
other. The most stubborn barriers ate the facitjtY. members :
themselves: The propeoSed community college training Centers are
bogged down. in old controversies,, protection O. departmental .

rights, demands for indiyidual prerogatives, challenged empires,
eccentricities, hidden agendaS, power struggles and other familiar:
aspects df academic. life. As time has ,passed, :Positipnshave
hardened and only tactical concessions are, ever made. Although ,

faculty members are setting the standards; the charge of lowering .
.

standards is the perpetual bogey man. As one observes these men
and women at work, he is acutely I sensitive to tliecattitudes,they .

conceal behind flourishes of educational jargon as tbeynttempt to ,.
prevent exposure and to vindicate thetr selfish position. . .

While one should not generahze froth the activities of such a ; ..
small sample of institutions, thtrnisilittle evidenCe that the proceis .
in other institutionAsstgnifinantly different, In the meantime the
need for training piograms "c6tninwis. . '

Community cqUege people are quick to talk about the training
they need and: at not getting. Sometimes they,,spenk in, jest,
sometimes with sarcasm, even with bitterness, often infrustrafie
The following personal testimonies serve as illustration:..

Did you ever try to counsel ablackkid.when you do n!t ...,,,t7
. know anything about his background? You can barely

understand him when he talks, when you perceive his- . .

attitude as hostile at worst and-conte,mptuobi,at best. - e. 'M

He wears his hat iii the 'classroom atici .that driyes pie
up a tree. Can you. imagine wh it itis like tilting to (teals
with \these:street-educated kids? All black kids are
obviously not alike, bitt, how do you dell one who is
middle-4 ass from one who is not? Around my c011ex .

the {ono cial off-the-reord policy is disadvaindied
means 14 ch. Si:mat-het he 'college I attend have been .

-i

. responsible for inform* me about some of these
lungs? .

I Counselor.
,

' American Personnel Guidance .
Association Conference i

Chicago, Illinois . ..
.

I had inservice institutes and workshdps until they are
-coming out my ears. What I need is 10 find a program .
whicloffen a complete,. welldihmed curriculum for ,.

,. kr-No
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the community college teachers, taught by somebody
with practice. in the,field.' ! %

Teacher .. P ..
Honolulu Community College
Honolulu,'Hawaii

I recommend that universities preparing personnel for
e community colleges develdp arid ',maintain close
relationihips with the colleges their immediate
vicinity. Too often. graduate faculties do.not keep
abreast of the changes taking Race in the field, thus
running the danger of obsolescence. _Universities
should use comntuuity college campuses as
laboratories, perhaps through iitquiring their

'graduate students to serve igternships therein. How
ever, done, it is imperative 'That the professionals in
community colleges hare an education which is
academically sound, broad in course content, and
practical in its application.

President
Harrisburg Are Comminity College
'Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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INSTITUTIONAL. RESPONSE TO HIGH -RISK STUDENTS
- The two-year college is more conventional than we are led to

believe. In spite of their egalitarian prohduncements to the contrary,
community college educators prefer only those students who are
"collegematerial." High -risk students simply do not fit in.-And as
we have seen, the college can generate many reasons and cite many
probleds to explain Wiry. In many ways: after the institution has ,
identified the students problem. It proeeeds to aggravatb his
situation. From thday hei& ad initted to the day.of his departure he.
must continuously Insist on' his right to be there.

One aspect of institutional Aresponse that some high-risk
. students notice when they enroll is that .they.. do not see many

t" individuals to seive as role models, especially pers ns of their own
4 race or background. Few community iolleges'ha a significant

numb,er...ofminerity-group faculty n Imbe)rs and a ministratorst

4 Only Caucasian, stadents Who fit the high -risk stude t description
are expoied to

.
personnel with whom they can immediately ideritify

. in ,terms .01' Race.' And., in some communities this identification is
thwarted/by ethnic and language barriers. For ekample, few white
students who live and attend 'community colleges located in the

:Appalachian region are likely to identify with teachers-who they
perceive to euphemistically characterize. them as "Appalachian
whi(es." .

This is not lb say that nonwhite students cannot identify with
white teachers. Rather, the implication is that only those minority .

, students who are Arrolloci In ' colleges' in urban, near-urban, or.
specific ethnic and racial Communities are likely to have identified-

lion figures fromiheir own group. Wagstaff and ',found that almbst
half (48 percent) of thcomwinily colleges still do nOttave a single
black facility member or admuustrator(Moore and Wagsthff, 1974).
And of those institutions that do have-black.instructors, 19 per

'. I . -21ave o n l y one and another 21 percent hive only twoi.Goodrich and . . I

0 ,S1 '
his associates (1973) found that other non,hite minorities did. not 'N.

a Mare as Well. ,

%.,

ADMISSION:AND SELECTION

jf

Another way Wf cart observe institutional response to high,-risk
s.

studeits is to look at admissions and selection procedures.
Immediately We discover that community colleges ate selective.,
'plough they have opened their doors to all 'corners, theselection
process is not abandoned. It is simply going on outside, the \\.

4
4,
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- adm issions office, often hidden under Some institutidnal policy or in
'some divisional or departmental procedure. What I am sayinghere
is that the high-risk student who is allowed entry into the community
,college often will not have access to an education. He may be
accepted, included, and counted for his worth- as a. full-time -
equivalent (FTE) student in order to secure funds for the college:
But as soon as the state-mandated body count is taken and the funds

inthe till ; whether the student remhins or leaves is of little
consequence to the. faculty and administration, If the student-
remains, he is excluded from all but a few remedial- courses.

' It is difficult to subgantiate these assertions with hard data,
because administrators only admit,the existdicd of the policies and
practices cited here to their colleagues College, catalogues,
brochures, and other literature often conceal the selection* criteria,
from the student in the ambiguity of atademicjargoo.'An example is
the following excerpt frbln the college catalolue of a large.
midwestern community-college:

, Entering studentsplahning to enroll for 12 or more
quarter credits are requested to have the. results of the
AT (American College Test) f o r w a r d e d to . . :

Cotninunity. -03llege. These results are used for
counseling purposes ronlyto place students in
appropriate programs mill courses. . . . Psychological

,

tests assessingmental ability, interests and aptitudes
are administered on campus as the need arises.
Students may arrange with a counselor for such °

,
. testing.

What is meant l "used for counselingpurposes only "? This
part of the statement really tells um student tiothing..,He usually
finds out what it means after h$ enrolls and pays his fees. The second
part of the same sentence, "to place studeng in appropriate
programs and courses," is a vague way to state dimple jest results
will be used for trackingto exclude students from certain programs
or to require attendance in others.

The second sentence dealing with psyChological tests is
equally ambiguous, Who determines -need?. Student? Teachet?
Administrator? What Criteria detegnIne Athether a.piychological

'test shouldboadininiitered? Student behaVi61.1 AcRdemie perform-
. ante? Program or course requiienents? Student or teacher seeking,

a bompleteeyaluation in ord, to make important decisiont? All or
these things? Any one of them?

The student sbo(ld be dealt with forthrightly and with
candor.. The excerpt 'which' follows is an example of an bonpst
approach. .

j.'
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. Open-door admission means that every person in the

community can come to this institution provided that
the applicant follows the procedures of admissions,
pays the required fees or makes the necessary
arrangement to bave fees deferred. Admission to the
college in'oairay guarantees that the student will at
em or .11111 ever be admitted to the course or program
otitis 'choice. Selection criteria for each program are
found under the section describing that program. The
ability to de'ncadentic work varies among students.
We accept this and place our students on the basis of

4
,, their test results. This means that students' can be -

I placed in remedial programs as well as the honors
program.. While ilE' will counsel with the individual

1

student, we reserve the right to "make the placement
1 decision. [Emphasis added.] .i . ..

An institution has an obligation to be concerned about how
students are chosen for programs, and the student has the right to
know how he stands and how decisions are made before he enrolls.
What has to be strongly emphasized trOwever, is that the right to

,.

select stude s for a specific program carries with it an obligation to
provide a b a de and effective program of instruction for students
who attempt to enroll in the program but are refused admission and
who, with additional time and assistance, could be successful.

1.

FACULTY ADVISING .

', The college's suppoit services are another important part of its
response to highrisk students and they require more attention than

, . ii; provided in many ,iinstitutions. Advising is one such service of
which.some faculty members are hot overly 'fond. Yet marginal.
students require exhaustive academic advising. Providing routine

... ;n formation about prerequisites, .course and program sequences.
scheduling: degree requirements, and so on.is dot enough. If the
,,student is assigned only to developmental or remedial courses, the

- advisor Must, be able to explain why and to destbe all the other
options.: --i.- s,

4

Thes1 students expect academiadviSors acquaint them
with Ahformation which describes the course's difficulty. They do
not alway, know that they can go directly, to the instructor to obtain
course 'Syllabi, outlines, and further inforMation: In like manner.
They want to be advised about such things as the attrition rate of
certain courses and which instructor is "easy" and which one is
difficult. Simply, some of them warner." know whom to avoid. These

.
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students may attempt to avoid twO"differeiit groups of,instructors: '
those who make. rigorous and sometimes ekcelsive academic. .,
demands and those wilt) demonstrate biases and iirejudices toward .

certain students. Fac ulikad visOrs. on iffe"otheOand, are not willing .
to make such judifuenW : .-

High-risk sfUderiksalso,Want ao'adVi.ior Colnakt explicitly
clear what is expected, of them. what the,;'conSequences are for
failure to .folloix certain institutioniCane,f4culiy ditections and
where to go in a department or divisionwheit,the-y have difficulty.

.An advisor should be. ussimd to =the higkrisk. siudezr1 in. the - 4....
program where the strident is, enrollecl.::arChe. ,along *kb ,lbe

,

.,
counselor. should keep 6p with the student's eogrea, lnitfiis Way. . .....
the academic advisor 15 not simply a person with whom the:AtudOit ,.hasan infrequent encounter orJ;rte of thb.inslartglors tbal. the stude rl ,...

will subseqUently meet inthe *Classroom, but "ode who..acts as an'
academic re4durce rierson. , :

.

All students in the 'cornritumty:,,collegeare AtiPposed to
receive adequate advising: Yet students whOian attend college .;
classes only at night May never have an crpportilttity to get good
academic advice. In thifirst pace, evening courses are likely to
taught by part-time instructors* adjunct 'faculty, most of -Whom, *.
have neither thetime, resatirces. nOtsufficient knowleha'abounkt
College to help the students plan-thelf.voll4eixpetjeret.Aerel,s -,
nothiniwrong with hiring part-tinie initructorOnfaqt, it is the,ohly.

.way many institutions can financially Mainfaio night programs: But
students who attend 'eneuing tames" ought to .be aware or
observations such is-At-following: "- '

Typically, part:time profesibis and other such' tbach-;' -

ing personnel' neitheiimte the personal invasinientin . .
the instttutiqn norentoy the-betKfits, of the regularly`"
appointed. Most of them are moontighter,s."Thay-do.
not have cominittee assignmehts, kehp office hours. "
advise ,Students. `. : attend faculty *meetings. or
involve themselvei in collect* negotiations. Oni.he
other hand, they neither ge.t tenure. insurancefand) .
retirement benefits, . involve the mselve in. the
decision-making of the institution, nor enjoy the
camaraderie of stimulating colleagues [Moore and
Wagstaff. 1974. p. 5111.

Besides academic advising: most of the other support offices and
services of the institution are closed and unavailable to the student
duiing the evening hours..

Faculty members often 'are pthled about why marginal
students do riot utilize die obxio s resources which are available to

-
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'them* Because ther- are:boift.turniiii and' instiiiilionil resources.,

,

-which stOdenti eithe ignore,; aro.. untrare o , reject, faculty
.members tend t that thestudents de hot want to be helped.

. Teachers often" ask, for tialittPli, whl fiigh-trIsk i.tufients.Who are
fiaViAg difficulty, with subjeeti del noteorne to thetit fbr assistance4,..;, ..: . ,. . 0.

: .befige their problem is to-eversible ..A ntrinber""of things

..

..,
,....

calf cause
this type of student behavior: , .-, % ,

r

: . ,'. .4: TheStudent may hOe tci.ev4alsiMeSPecrfic academic -,,
Weifriess of.Vhiich.his .instrUctor. is nitiWare: for example, the

,.. - ,?. stiufenttearnIOt rpqt1 the, 'textbook.'..,..

. .. 2 , The ttndent, dopijnot.)Avvic:whiftqueitions taAk when
. .: .. he econes, or ifhe knows what 1}t que*I6o,is", he does not know how

7 t . . ' . to fOrmtnailt forlthe teaches .: , --,...... .

- ..
. -,.. ...... ..- . -,.. - '. i' The itudeittfeelS.unctimfortable3iiith the instenctor, or

s heperceives that the instctietor,ls:ill..4t-ease with Aim.' -̀ % ', 4...The student' avoids tht instructor. -who spends the.

coXere.nce tirne ibcomplainingout the college, the administration,
other colleagues;Itis. perrrial .biases,'his .family.life, pleasures,
problems, and Possessions. The' student:Would rather have the
instructor listen to his prOblOis *and.tecornmenckenu rses of action.

51 Students who; are in-cOorisible"-thernselves attempt to
avoid,cOnferences With ge$dittstruct,Ors iv'ho follow-up, keep their
portionbfa bargain, and soon, when they !pow that the teachers are.

-- ... ,t - going to' confront theM about' tirit,respbhiibility. .

X ..,
'.

6. Students void' meetings with irlstructors who tend to
/,.. . measure theit'insti'uction in :terms of the.difficulty of their courses.

,.. . ,, 7. Some students hive difficillty scheduling conferences
..:- during the day because of 'employment,obligations.

; . . ",'. g. Student -avoid an instructor when the word is out that he... is "Sad news."^h'a clink," one with whom it is difficult to establish
rapport and to corninunicate. , ....

9. The sttident knows that the instructor sees through the

, .
.

. -

'Facade the student presents. . %. -. : *36
10. Students avoid teacher's who they consi* unfair or.. .

raeist. . . .

. I L Studeritsdeinot go to faculty conferences where they are
repeatedly remindefl of their weak: academic backgrounds.

.12. Studetkis ficogpize that there are personality conflict
which prevent their seeltineadvice from some instguctors.

, 13. 'Peer ppssure may -keep the high -risk student from
Seeking faculty- advice; the student does not want to beaccused of
"brown Milne"' , . .. .

. There ,are many reasons why students do not respond to
institutional efforts. I have `cited just a few. On the other hand.

.

t
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Students otc the lack pf response of the academic bureaucracy to
them, an the-mad for, flexibility in it.

FLEXIBILITY

Community colleges are said to be able to meet the needs of all
students. to change ififeeessary to handle the prevailingsituation,
and so on. Moreovermmunity college people take pride in being
less punitivethan other institutionsespecially toward the

.

marginal student, who is thought to be somewhat irresponsible ,, 1,

and many are. et some unnecessary punitive measures still exist.@t. some .,
Take. for eamp the rule of official withdrawal. In many colleges, .. ?
if a student /wishes o voluntarily withdraw, he must fill out an official
form. Walls student fails to do this, he is awarded an "F." In some
cases. he rAr have reported to his class only one or two times. This
"F" grade is Oviously not given because of failing academic work,
but because he did not officially withdraw from the class. As a result
of the "F"grade(s), the student may not be able to reenter the
college, enter mother: or gain employment. In any case, his
academic record, which someone may examine, does not always
reflect his perforniance.

Most college; administrators will admit that they do not know
why a student withdrew. They do not know whether the student
dropped out dripped out. or drained out that is, whether the
student left permanently for some reason ,(dropped oyt), only

. gradually removed himself and plans to return (dripped out). or has
failed consistently and for so long a time that institutional policy and
administrative directives exclude him (drained opt). Cosand (1973)
has asked. "What do we know about why our students drop out, or
do we really want to know?" Administrators rarely know whether ,

\ the withdrawing student is ill, dead, in jail, in the army, or employed .
\ full time. This ,type of follovi-up is seldom attempted. Yet oie

obvious and available resource which could be enatiniously helpful
\ti;:i locating students is never' used: other students (Hecht, 1970).

hatever the student's reason for leaving. if he did not withdraw
o 1cially. lib is unished. . ,

- Lack o administrative information about why stude*nts
withdraw is sh ly focused in thtfollowing case. In one community
toll ge, large numbers of Chican students had a history of
uno cial wit drawals. The Administration was at a loss to
deter inewh so many of the students who withdrew did not take
the Of cial action of withdrawing and avoid the failinggrade, It took
a sttifi t who served as a peer counselor oaxide the answer: the

39 c.
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students could not afford the three dollar fee the college charged to
officially withdraw them. . .

.. There is a better way to handle the problem of withdravials.
Every student, on the day classes begin, should be asked to fill out a
withdrawal slip in every class, sign it. leave the date blank, and give"
it to his teacheArtie. Then. if he did not shoal up after .a stipulated

. number of consecutive class meetings, the instructor could fill ip the ,

date and send it on through theofficial channels. Using this method
would benefit the student and the institution in several ways: the
student would be withdravinsofficially, the letter "F" would not
appear on his transcript, a service would be provided to the student.
the student could return to the college if he wished and the computer
would be provided with the necessary data so that administrative
and other institutional decisions could be made: Such a procedure
would demonstrate the kind of flexibility of which twoifear col 1 ges
could be proud.

.
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THE NEED FOR RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP

t

.

,
,

More than two hundred 'colleges and universities'offer courses on
the community college. Yet there is not a single comprehensive
textbook on the two-9ear college as a field of study: No volume on
this includes a chapter on the board of trustees, an only

' Richardson end his colleagues (1972) have taken a definitive] ok at
governance. The literature does not reveal a single delineated t eory
of curriculum in the community college, alt ough Reynolds (1969)
and Cohen (1969). among others, have d cussed some '= theoreti-
cal"' curriculum issues. There is no re r h which will definitively
establish the extent to which the o n-door concept is actually
carried out in practice. In fact, a n ber of authors (Cohen, 1969:
Cohen- and Associates, l971; Kn ell, 1968; Roueche, 1968, 1972;
Roueche and Kirk, 1973; Moore, 1970, 1971) constantly remind us

. that the open-door concept is not yet a reality.
Research is needed to determine the effects of instruction,

teacher attitudes, institutional climate, attendance, the materials
and Aequipment used, and peer pressure on the achievement of
high-risk students. And to what degree do the lack of role moclels,
the racism perceived by minority group students,_the methdd, of
management, the idministrative style, full, or part-,time stident
employment, financial support to the remediar program, an the
specific techniques of remedial instruction affect achievement? I
suggest that almost every facet of the community collegestudents,
faculty, administration, program, mission; philosophy, and
practicesis in need of in-depth research. Mole Wan anything else,
we need to study the myths about the community college.

As I stated earlier, the colleges' claim to superior teaching is
unconfirmed. There is no evidence that community college teachers
are any better or worse than any other group of teachers.
Community college educators have not defined good teaching and
have not empirically compared theirsteaching with that which takes
place in four-year institutions. Similarly, no standard of instruc-
tional competence or evaluation has been established.

The widely circulated idea that the counseling in the
community college is outstanding when compared to that in
four-year colleges or in. high schools is likewise unsupported by
evidence. If the attrition rate in two-year colleges reflects at.all the
effectiveness of the counseling, one would have to conclude that
counseling is less successful in community colleges than in (Or-year
colleges since the attrition rate in the former is higher than in the
latter. In either case, we do not have an empirical answer. \\\
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. Another belief is that the best remedial programs for high-risk

,students are in two -yeaj colleges. This is not necessarily the case.
Though there are more community colleges which house remedial
programs, the most effective and .best-supported remediation
programs are located in four-year colleges. The developmental
program at The Ohio State University is a case in point*: The
predominantly black four-year colleges also have a long history of 4
providing effective remedial instruction to high-risk students.

Community colleges are reported to be unique and innova-
tive among higher education institutions. Yet in spite pf-every
opportunity for each new two-year institution to develop and
estabgh a new governance and organizational configuration, the
overwhelming majority of community colleges are organized
bureaucratically and are governed from the top down. Likewise, in
practice, structure, curriculum design, instructional development,
and educational format, the two-year college is more like the senior
institution than it is different in response to high-risk students..

Still another myth is that there is "something for everyone"
in the community college. This lack of specificity is why Bird (1975)
says that the function of these well-meaning institutions is fuzzy at ..

best. ....... 4'

It is said that the community college minimizes athletics. Yet
some 'colleges with large numbers of high-risk studentg. and no
developmental programs widely recruit students for varsity football
and basketball teams. .

Community college advocates maintain that-the in itution is
student- centered, whereas the evidence indicates .that it actually
favors faculty and administrators. Teacher unions have included in
their negotiated contracts provisions which not only emphasize-the
interests of teachers, protect their rights, guarantee them *participa-
tion ih governance, and secure financial compensation, but curtail
their services to the students, and reroute financial resources
originally earmarked for students into their own pockets. And some
of these provisions have precluded the piirticipation of parents and
Members of the community in the affairs of the institutions which
their taxes support. Although the evidence isinconclusive, it
appears that places where teacher unions are strongest;'_ the
achievement of high-risk students is lowest.

There is a myth that two-year colleges are geographically
. accessible to moststudents. In fact. national leaders agree that there

should be a community college within commuting distancethirty-
five milesof every potential student in every geographic area of the
cou ry. But it will take ten years to accomplish this goal, and even
thetilmany potential students in urban areas will not be served. For

.
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some of these students, thirty-five milei is the same as two hundred'
miles if no means of transportation exist. / .

The majority of community colleges have been built in the
suburbs over the past decadestill within thirty -five miles of the
community they are supp,psed to serve. Yet many are still too far
from the inner city areas which need their services most and where
communitifesources are least. It would seem more logical to build
the colleges in the urban areas and have the suburbanites commute,
since they appear to have better resources for transportation.

We are, told that holders of the Ph.D. and former military
personnel do nbt make good instructors in the two-year college. We
have absolutely,no data to support such a proposition. While such
ideas may be trite, investigation is needed to confirm them..

In, sum, myths about community colleges And how' theN
operate are legend. I ha've indicated just a few of them;All of these
ideas should be investigated to d e ine which of them'are indeed
myths and which ones can be mo ed into the realm of reality. This
effort has particular. significance or the marginal student.

While there is a sizeabl body of knowledge, a growing
btireaucracy, and many of er aracteristics which make the
community college .worthy s holarly study, the philosophy,
mission. techniques' for teat mg and problem solving, policy-
making activities., administrative behavior, decision - making ap-
paratus, and other organized functions of the institution remain
unanalyzed. ..

3. Only w n we know can vie predict. When we do not know,
we.must obser e. experimentifivestigate, lind learn. There is a ,

tendency to mak _waking with high-risk students sound like a tale
of intrigue of a-sentence to oblivion. Both -positions are*Untenable.
The wayisnot simpIennd there amtno few tested paths: But we can
never have all of the solutions we need to solve the problems of
high-ris4 students. Resoorcis and options are infinite . Community
college educators, like others among us, trust make choices.

. .
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